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THE CHAIRMAN: The meeting is open. First of all I must apologise for not

having been able to call a fill meeting of this Commiittee at ,an earlier
date than today. It is for two reasons: in the first place, your poor

Chairman has been giving one concession after another in the matter of

meeting arrangements to some of the other Committees whose programmes
of work are far more heavily loaded than our own, and .secondly, the

Sub-Committee which was appointed by this Committe worked very hard in

finding and attempting to enlarge the area of agreement - and this

attempt has been attended with some success, as Members will find in

Document E/PC/T/C. I/11. That document eambodies certain propositions
which have reduced the differences, and we have been able to arrive at

a common text. As will be remembered, the Sub-Committee started off

with the very modest object of working out a detailed agenda for our

work and preparing a new synopsis for the use of to Committee

but very soon we set ourselves to th, far more ambitious task of

preparing and agrecing upon a common text. As I have pointed out,
this common text is to be found in this document, whore members will

find a set of draft clauses of seven Articles as well as a draft
Resolution. This document is now beofre the Committee for consideration
and adoption.

This document is the outcome of sincere efforts on the art of

all my colleagues on the Sub-Committee, with the help of our Belgium
colleague and a number of observers, to meet each-othor's point of view
and thus to find and explore a common ground for agreement. Our task
has been greatly facilitated by the efficient services of the Secretariat.
At the same time, while we were doing our work at the Sub-Committee stage,
we were much encouraged by the knowledge that other colleagues of ours

*uho did not actually take part in the work of the Sub-Committee, vere

watching our progress with great interest and in the sane spirit of

understanding, In this connection I wish to tell you that the Sub-

Committee appointed :Mr. Meade, of the United Kingdom, as Rapporteur of

the Sub-Committee, and I just say he has done a very fine job, to which
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this document bears eloquent testimony. I take great pleasure in

suggesting that this Committee should ask Mr. neade to be good enough

to continue his work as the Rapporteur of the Committee.

As Members.will see, this document, which was prepared by the

Rapporteur with the help of the Sccrctariat, is composed of two main

parts, the main body of the Report with an Appondix. The appendix is

again divided into to parts, one the draft clauses on employment and

tho other a draft Resoluticn on international action relating to

employment. The first part is composed of seven Clauses. The first

is a general statement of principles and purposes.
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Clauses 2 to 5 contain some international undertakings to take

action which is designed to sustain demand and employment, to

develop economic resources and raise standards of productivity,
to maintain fair labour conditions, and last but not least, to

conquer maladjustmcnt in the case of a fundamental disequilibrium:;
in the balance of pay.ents.

Clause 6 contains an escape clause within the general framework
of the Charter of the ITO, and finally, Clause 7 provides for

exchange of information and for consultation on employment problems,
etc.

It is the view of the Sub-Committee that these Clauses might

conveniently be included in the Articles of Agreement of the ITO.

This leads me to the second part of the Appendix, that is,
the Draft Resolution on international action relating to employ-
ment. By that Draft Resolution we would like to suggest that the

International Conference on Trade and Employment should invite the

Economic and Social Council and the specialised agencies to

undertake some special studies of the measures which will assist

in maintaining employment and demand. As you will see, four

categories of such contemplated measures have been listed in the

list which is intended to be suggestive and not exhaustive. I

think it would be better to treat this matter in the form of a

resolution,

Mybrief narrative would be incomplete without adding a word

in regard to the second item on the agenda, that is to say, the

international agreement relating to industrial development. As

you are certainly aware, this part of our agenda, insofar as it

concerns this Committee, has, to all intents and purposes, been

disposed of in the sense that this question and. all other related

matters have been well taken care of in the Joint Committee on

Industrial Development. I understand, and I am very happy to say,

that this Joint Committee is making good progress. moreover, if
4
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I am not mista`en, I should add that some aspects of this problem in

ttheirbearing on employment policy have been covered in the text

which is no- before you.

Nowi, Gentlemen, I could like to propose that, in harder to

facilitate our with today, we might proceed to discuss this document

and the appendix to the report paragraph by paragraph. at the sane

time, we have here to other papers on employment policy, one by the

Notherlands Delegate and the other by the Polish observer, which arc

also very helpful. If this is agreeable to the Committee, I would

suggest that we proceed with the text paragraph by paragraph. I am

wondering whether Mr. Meade, the rapporteur, has- anything to add to

my remarks.

iMR. MEADE (United Kingdom): I think that at this stage I havenothing
what

I would like to add to your remarks, Mr. Chairman. I think/you have

said very well expresses the measure of agreement that we have been

able to reach in the Sub-Committee on this question and the main

points that-we have included in our report.

MR. GOTZEN (Natherlands): I would like to compliment the members of the

Sub-Commiittee and especially its rapporteur. The Sub-Committee, in

the course of its discussions, has gradually grown into a fully-fledged

drafting sub-committee. The draft clauses .nd resolution are now

submitted for our views. You told the Committee, Mr. Chairman, that

there were some suggestions submitted by the Netherlands Delegetion on

this matter. As you know, one of those suggestions was that the

Netherlands Delegation held the view that, in so far as international

employment policy covers the fields closely linked with but nevertheless

distinct from, the field of work of the ITO, it might be advisable to

set up a searate convention and create a separate executive agency for

this special purpose.

However, having studied the form and contents of the present draft

clauses and resolution, I am prepared ta accept the opinion of the

5.
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Sub-Committee on this matter. I shall, therefore, restrict

myself to a few: remarks when we are discussing the various

articles separatoly.

lhere is only one point which I should like to stress how

if we accept Clause 6 of thc draft, it seem necessary to draw

special attention of the other Committees to the natter dealt with

therein, so as toenable them to rais; the question in their dis-

cussions also.

iMr. DESCIME de .MAREDSOUS (Belgiun-Luxerlbourg): (Interpretation): It

is with pleasure that, on behalf of the Belgium-Luxembourg customs

union, I mark our general agreement with the text which has been

submitted to us. We are particularly grateful that a definition

has been found which is wide enough to allow of our -aceptance,

since it marks due respect for the freedom of the individual in the

various fields which ;.re concerned by this general text of this

resolution.

If one seeks full compliment, there are two methods which

can be applied, and we are happy to sec that the method recornended

in this text is the one which we have given preference to in

Belgium. . It is quite clear for the document which has been

submitted' that the necessity of international coordination of

activities under the general auspices of the Econonio and Social

Council is considered as an essential clement for the regular develop-

ment and increase of the economic activities, and therefore for the

normal development and raising of the standard of productivity and

standard of living. Pull employment can be achieved through two

different sets of methodsds, either through full control of consumption

an& of production activities, through the narrow establishment of

a series of plans for the development of these activities, which would

entail a limitation cf the freedom of the individual as an individual,

of producerss. of businesses, and so.on. That is only possible in

the case of a fairly closed econoniy, and in that particular type.. of
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control one might even say that development of international

trading would not provide an encouragement, but rather constitute

an. obstacle to this type of development of economic activities.

The second -method gives much more leeway to the freedom of the

iindividual in his capacity of consumer or of producer, and to

ensure the success of that second type of system, a great number of

conditions have to be fulfilled. ' It is not merely a question of

the balance of payments. It is necessary to provide for harmonious

development of the potential of production and for close cooperation

in the field of international development. Coordination and inter-

play are necessary in both cases, but, in the second case the

responsibility should be attributed to an international organisation

and is even more delicate and greater. Belgium has looked for the

establishment of full employment according to this second type of

method, and hence we are particularly anxi-ous to find a clear

definition of the functions of the international Trade Organisation,

and we attach particular importance in this cornection to the end

of paragraph (1) of the draft Articles, It is not sufficient to

consider the balance of payments or the possibility of pressure on

various activities from outside influences. It is likewise necessary

that all policies, .monetary,. price and so on, and all the aspects

of economic policy should be carefully directed.

Therefore, we give our support to the suggestions which have been

made and we hope that the Conference in considering these problems

will submit to the Economic and Social Council their wider suggestions

for the development on the lines sketched in this document..

C fols
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We have, however, one doubt which we would like to express

hero: we are not quite certain whether that text is sufficiontly

clear on the necessity of highly .delicate interplay of economic

policy.In our view the International Trade Organisation must

take an interest in this and has a part to play not only in

relation to thé text at the end of draft Article 1. I think

the scope should be much more wide, and we should be happy to

see some amendment in that sense,

THE CHAIRMAN: If there are no other general comments, we will not

proceed paragraph by. paragraph from page 3, the Appendix

THE SECRETARY : "1. Members recognise that the a voidance of unem-

pl oynert -or under-en- .ployment through the maintenance in each

country of useful employment opportunities for those able and

willing to work and of' high and steadily rising demand for goods

and services is not of domestic concern alone, but is a necessary

onei.ion for the expansi-n of International trade and, in

general, for the realisation of the purposes of'the Organisa-

tion, They also recognise that measures to sustain demand and

employment should be consi-stent with the other purposes and pro-

vIsions of-:the Organisation, and that in the choice of such

measures, each country should seek to avoid creating balance of

payments difficulties for other countries. "

"They agree that while the maintenance of demand and

employment must depend primarily on domestic measures, such

measures should be assisted. by the regular exchangeof' information

and views among Members :and so far as possible, be supplemented

by International action sponsored by the Economic and Social

Council of the United Nations and carried out in collaboration

with the appropriate international specialised, agencies, acting

wi-thin their respective, spheres and consistently with the terms

and purposes of their basic instruments."

THE CHÀIRMAN: Do I understand correctly that the Belgium delegate

has some amendment to maké to this clause l?

M. DESCLEE DE MAREDSOUS (Belgium): No; it would not be on that

particular Article if there were an amendment.

8'
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Mr. GOTZEK (lNetherlands): Mr Chairman, when speaking of

demand. the word "effective" is generally used in connection with

It. So, for Jistance, in Article 2 of the draft clauses and in.

the preamble of the draft resolution we are discussing now, and

I think it might be advisable to insert the word alse inArticle

1 after the word. "rising", because it is really the effective

demand. we are thinking of and not demand in.general, which,
we all know, in itself is unlimi-ted.

Mr SKRINDO (Norway): The :Norwegian D.elegation accept this paragraph

but there Is a point of detail which I would like to mention,
We agree with the statement relating to "high and steadily

risingdemand for goods and services", but in doing so, we take

It that the phrase "high and steadily rising demand." means that

the rising demand shall not be of an inflationary character, but

a rise -in demand which corresponds to avai-lable resources of

commodities and services, including manpower.

Mr, LOKANATHAN (India).: I do not think I see any objection
personally to the. addition of the word."effective.' .before "demand"'
in paragraph one. In this -connection I should also like to

make another small amendment, that it should read. "'the

achievement and maintenance" of effecti-ve demand and employment;
because, as we have observed several times, it is not merely a

question of maintaining demand and.employment in countries where

it has not been achieved. Therefore I thinkit would be more

appropriate if we added the word '' achievement"; and .in the

second paragraph also it should read: "They agree that whIle

th:. achievement and maintenance of effective demand."-.

Mr MEADE (UK): Mr Chairman, as far as the United Kingdom is con-

cerned, I do not t.hi-nk we would. find any di-fficulty in accepting
both proposed changes, putting the word ''effective" before- ld.eman

and the word.s"achi-evement and" before the word 'maintenance"
THE CHAIRMAN: Two words are to be added: the word. "effective" to

be inserted between 'rising" and. "demand." in the first paragraph

9e
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anl the words" achievement and" before the word maintenance" n

.the second paragraph.

Dr. COOMBS (Australia): Do you repeat the word "effective" in the

second paragraph, so that it would road "the achievement and

maintenance of effective demand"?

THE CHAIRMAN: If it is to be "effective", it must be effective'

.everywhere. Therefore really we simply add three or four words:

In the first paragraph the fourth line add the word effective

between "rising" and I demand"; and in the second paragraph the

first lino, it should read "while the achievement and maintenance

of affective demand.

Mr' PIERSON (USA): I move the acceptance of these amendments.

Was it the intention of the Indian delegate to add the words

"achievement and' in the second line of the first paragraph?

THE CHAIRK;'AN: Yes,

Mr, LOKANATHAN (India) Yes,

THE'SECRETARY:` I willnow read It in the completed text

"1 Members recognise that the avoidance of unemployment or

under-employment through the achievement and maintenance In each

country of useful employment opportunities for those able and

willing to work' and of high and steadily risIng effective demand

for goods and services Is not of domestic concern alone, but is

a necessary condition for the expansion of international trade

and, in general, for thé realisation of the purposes of the

Organisation. They also recognise that measures to sustain

demand and employment should be consistent with the other

purposes and. provisions of the Organisation, and that In the

choice of suchmeasures, each country should seek to avoid

creatIng balance of payments difficulties for other countries,

They agree that, while the achievement and maintenance of

effective demand and employment must depend primarily on domestic

measures, such measures should be assisted by the regular

10
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exchange of information and views among Members and, so far as

possible, be supplemented by international action sponsored by

-the EconomIc and Social Council of the United Nations and carrie

out in collaboration with the appropiate international

specialised agencies, acting within their respective spheres

and consistently with the terms and purposes of their basic

instruments."
THE CHAIRMAN: Now will you read paragraph 2.

THE SECRETARY: "2, Each Member shalltake action designed to

achieve and maintain full employment and high and stable levels

effective demand within its own jurisdiction through rneasures

appropriate to its political and economic institutions and

compatible with the other purposes of the Organisation".

lir. FRESQUET (Cuba): Mr Chairman, I thought we had agreed in

tbe Subcommittee to put all the way through, where we, find

-the phrase "full employment",the words "full and productive

employment",
THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, so that you suggest the addition of the words

"and productive" after "full". Are thére any other comments.

Shall we go to paragraph 3?

THE SECRETARY: "3, Each Member, recognising that all countries

have a common interest In tfe productive use of the world' s

resources, agrees to. to takeaction designed progressIvely to

develop economic resources'and to raise standards of producti-

vity within its-jurJsdiction through raeasures compatible with

the other purposes of the Organisation."
THE CHAIRMAN: Now ;paragraph 4,
THE SECRETARY: "4 Each Member, recognising that all countries

have a common interest In the maintenance of fair labour standard

related to national productivity, agrees to take whatever action

may be appropriate and feasible to eliminate sub-standard

conditions oflabour in production for export* and generally.

throughout its jurisdiction."
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Mr. CHANG (China): Mr Chaiman, I have a few comments in connec-

tion with this paragraph. In the first place, we wonder whether

the expression "sub-standard conditions oflabour" is clear

enough as to its implications. Dowe agree on what "standard

conditions of labour" are; for unless we agree to accept a

certain standard which right have been adopted by some other

organisation, it would be difficult to datermine what are "sub-

standard conditions of labour". Therefore we consider the

expression "sub-standard conditions" very vague as it stands

here, It may be that our Subcommittee will be aole to give us

some elucidation in this regard or even a definition of the

term. In the second place, as this paragraph lays much stress

on the elimination of sub-standard conditions of labour in

production for export, two fear that we are over-emphasising the

imppotance of such conditions in the field of international

trade. It i-s truck that in certai-i areas of the world condi-

tions of labour compare unfavourably with those prevailining in

other oreas, It is also true that such lower conditions of

labour may result in lower costs of production and thus increase

the corùpetitive 'capacity in trade of the commodities so produced,'

However, it should be rememoered that the lower standard

conditions of labour exist chiefly in less developed countries

where labour supply is more abundant and wherelabour is less

skilled in comparison with labour in highly industrialised

countries; but any advantage gained In this way from lower cost

of labour i-s often often by a lower level of skill and less

well organised production. It does not follow, therefore, that

lower standard conditions of labour or even sweated labour would

result In very much cheaper production and unfair competti-on In

the world market, or else the world market would have been by now

overwhelmed by products from the undeveloped countries. We

think, therefore, lower standard conditi-bns of labour are not

an important factor in international trade; that it is unnecessary
12
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to have a clause like this one in our Charter, ovor-emphasising
such conditions of labour in export production.

13
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Finally, while we fully agree that each member should do its

best to improve labourconditions in its sphere, we feel that the

matter canbe very well left with the I.L.O., with which the I.T.O.

can always collaborate in matter of common interest. As the

I.L.O. is an international specilised agencyit is probably better

informed and in a bettor position than we areto tackle the problei-

of labour standards, inasmuch as the problem should be studied from

more angles than those of trade and employment. moreover , we shall

be thus avoiding possible overlapping and duplication.. we, think

it is a good policy to follow Up, that whenever there is an interna-

tionalspecialised agency which has been dealing with these problems

in the past it is better to leave those problems to that agency.

From the above arguments we conclud that the inclusion of

a clause like this one as unnecessary; and if we do include it in

the I.T.O. Charter the I.T.O. rill be undertaking to do a work which

properly belongs to some other organisation.
MR. IGONET (France) (interpretation): In this connection I should

like to stress once more a position which I have already submitted

on another occasion, namely, that the task of the International

Trade Organisatiun -would be to develop international exchanges and

trade, as a means only of raisins the standards of livining of the

population as a whole. One aspect of this task is to increase'

productivity and efficiency of labour through more modern methods and

better equipment. Another side of the same activity is the permitting

of increased consumption. Those two things must develop on parallel

lines. In other words, to be .more precise, it is not only a question

of incroasin, production, but it is also necessary that the, share of

labour in consumption - that is, the share of real wages - should bc

increased. Therefore, the essential preoccupation should be the share

of labour in the total remuneration. It is essential that that notion

should. find its duc expression in the text which we shall accept here,
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. MARTINS (Brazil): I amhappy to state that I entirelysupor the the

views just expressed by the Frenchdelegate, and Ihold thesame

views in our sub-committee.

.Mr. MEADE (UnitedKingdom)"Youwil remember thatin the sub-committee

teh United KingdomDelegation expressed, whien this clause was first

proposedalmost exactlythe sametwo fears that have been expressed

by the ChineseDelegate, and we havenot changed our views on these

two main points. The first point is that we feel countries which

are underdevelopedandwhich have large populations - that is to say,

much labour with little capital equipment , and as yet not great

industrial skill. -can only have a real chance of developing and

industrialising if they are able, for a time, to take some advantage

from the factthat their labour will be cheeper than in other

countries. That,in short, is the first point.

The second point, in short, is that we wish to avoid overlaps

between different organisation,s and we have considered this to be

primarilythe concern oftheInternational Labour Office.

Nevertheless, in spite ofthose two points the United Kindom

Delegation would wish to support this clause as it is at, present

drafted.

It mightperhapsbe useful to the commitee ifI explained why,

holding those views, we nevertheless wish to support this clause. The

first point is that the clause is nowdrafted so as torelate fair

labour standards to antional productivity.Wewould never be propared

to support any clause which said that all countries must have the same

standard, whatever their productivity, but wewould like to support a

clause which would show that a country should take whatever action is

appropriate and feasible to eliminate sub-standard conditions of

labour on the assumption that thestandards set are fairlabour

standards related to national productivity.

15
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In other words, the United.Kingdom will not be expected to pay the same

wages as the United State;.. of America in order to be able to compete in

world markets until we have raised our productivity to the levels of our

ttransatIantic friends. It is on that understanding, that the standards are

related to productivity, that we support this Clause.

On the second point, the relations with the International Labour

Organisation, you will remember that it was only at the last moment that

the United Kingdom was able to agree to this Clause without a specific

reference 'o the International Labour Organisation in it. The reason for

our agreement to that is clear. There. are other matters, in particular

that which was mentioned in the next paragraph, paragraph 5, which very

fundamentally concern the International. Monetary Fund. We have none of us

insisted there that the international Monetary Fund should be specificalIy

nentioned, but it is quite clear in our minds that where other specialised

agencies are. vitally concerned with any matters which also concern the Trade

Organisation, they shculd be brought into the very closest consultation.

Therefore, since the maintenance of fair labour standards is of importance

in commercial matters, we would support the maintenance of this clause here

even though- it relates mainly to the International Labour Organisation.

But we hope that in any final report that this Committee my make to the

Preparatory Committee as a.whole it will be made quite clear that any

action taken here should be in the closestconsultation with the Inter-

national Labour Organisation, just as any action taken under paragraph 5

*should be in the closest consultation with the International Nonetary Fund.

I do not know whether it is possible for the Delegate of China to accept

this Clause in the same spirit and understanding as we are accepting it.

MR. DESCLEEDE MAREDSOUS (Belgium)(Interpretation ); I share the views

expressed. by the Delegate of France, but at the sametimesupporttheupport the
powint of vie presented mto the CoMr.Meade.Nmittee by.iede.

CEMRInterpretationn1rerpmyself had not yself had not intended te say that

theremshould be conplete equality of standards of living all over the

16
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world. One has to take into account differences of climate and. general

conditions. But, takinginto account traditions and general conditions,

it is necessary to provide for the rising of conditions of living to a

maximum, and henee to provide for a progressive raising of wages.

THE CHAIRMAN: On this question, the Delegate of China thinks that this

Qhause is unnecessary, while some other Delegates, in particular Mr. Meade,

wish to support it ;with - shall I say? - montal reservations.

MR. LOKANATHAN (India): Or behalf of the Indian Delegation, I wuld like to

say that we wish to reserve our final decision on this Clause,.

Precisely the same difficulties which have been expressed by the Delegate

of China, and have been endorsed byMr. Neade, were expressed by the

Indian Delegate at that. meeting. We are. fully in sympathy with, and

support, the principle embodied in paragraph 4. Out difficulties, apart

from those mentioned already, are that it is undesirable to duplicate

functions which have already been assigned to anothcr bcdy. The

International Labour Organisation is obviously set up to do exactly the

sort of things which have been put forward here, and the view of the Indian

Delegation is. that to place the whole range of economic functions under one

organisation is difficult and dangerous. It is mere from that point of

view than because we are not in sup ort of this paragraph -as a matter

of fact we are very. greatly in sympathy. with it, and if anything is to be

done to improve conditions of labour we should be the first to agree.

It`,is not se much the wording of this Clause as that it is unnecessary,necessaryi

aathe subject is already covered by the International Labour OoganisatiOns

and it would be adding to the burden of the International Trade Organisa-

tion. Having eaid thesc things, I do lo tlike at.this say we o sayJ We

opwose it; vratherld ra.the like more time to consider the matter.

MR. PIJRSON (United States): On behalf of the United States I seould likO t

support the retention of thisWithout. Vlithou repeating theoremarks ef

several Dolegains here ~n defence of the with which ith t-hic I agree, I

17
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should like to add two further comment. In the first place the United

States would cortainly feel that it was important that the report of this

Committee should call attention to the work of the I.L.O. in this field and

the value that we attach to continued co-imporation with that Organisation.

In the second place I should like to point out that we are not, in this

Clause, imposing on I.T.O. a duty to apply eny form of santions whatsoever

'ith regard to labour standards. Therefore it seems possible and rcason-

able to use a word such as "sub-standard conditions,which the Plega"te

of China found difficult, because whereas if the I.T.O. had te enforce

particular standards it would be necessary to know precisely the standards

we had in mind. Since it is net intended that tho I.T.O. -should police

labour standards, that degree of precision is not required. It is certainly

not the view of tho United States that the ITO has an obligation to inter-

vene and attempt to secure compliance with a set of standards. The question

seems rather to be whether, in a declaration in a Charter in which we are

attermting to state our common view on a series of principles relating to

employment and trade, it may hot bo worth whileto indicate our agreement

that each nation has the obligation to take whatever action may be proper

and feasible in its own jurisdiction to eliminate substandard conditions.

'ne may say that it is not worth whilee to make that kind of declaration,

unless one is prepared to specify tha means whereby it should be enforced.

Our view, hoever, is that it is worthwhile at this time, when we

are undertaking to try to give our various objectives concerning trade and

employment, production and industrialisation, to include a reference

here to our effort and to our common belief in the value of an effort to

raise the standards for the workers.

THE CHAIRMAN"It seems to me that the Delegate'of India, while sharing the

views of the Delegate of China, wishes to dupport this Clause With a

reservation?
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Mr. LOKANATHAN (India): I hope I may make my position clear. It is that while

I am not ver6y happey about this Clause. I do not thinly; it is necessary to

appose it. We have had all the difficulties pointed out; a menber which

.dopts the convention should. not be left in such a position that it is open

to the ether members to say that thatmember failed to carry it out.

If we have this Clause the I. T.O. will be qualified to entertain such com-

plaints, and in my opinion it is the duty of I.T.O. to receive complaints

arising out of the failurc of- members. That is one of the main rcasons why

we are not going to say "yes" or "no".

if
THE CHAIRMAN: As for Mr. Pierson's remarks,,/I understand him correctly he.

would like to see soemreference made in the body of the Report?

lIR. PIERSON (Unitod States): Yos, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN: In what sense"?

MR. LOKANATHAN (India) I think we should like to say that some of us reserve

cur position in this matter and some of us are opposed to it.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is what I understood fromMr.Piorson.

MR. PIERSON (United States): My intention was to say that we feelthat the

report of this Committee should recognise the important work done by the ILO

in this field and should express our belief in the value of continuing to

co-operated with the-ILO in tho matter of labour standards.

THE CHAIRMAN: Do the emplanations given .by the various Delegates satisfy the

Delegate of China?

IR. CHANG (China): I would say that there is a need for qualifyin or adding

something to the Clause to -avoid farther obligations arising from it.

THE CHARIMAN:Any other comments? I should like to ask Delegate of China

whether he insists upon the exclusion of this from the text.

19.
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MR.CHANG (China): I do not insist, in tho interestof solidarity, .and

subject to approvalbemyGovernment. But I should like to see some

Kind of amendment which would satisfy the Committee.

MR.MEADE; May I suggest that there are two courses open to us? If the

Delegate of China could suggest anamendment which the rest of the Committee

could accept, we could then maintain the Clause without reservation,

subject of' course to the fact that there is a reservation for all the

Clauses in. the sense that Delegates will in the end have to consult their

Governments on everything. The alternative course would be for us to

:maintain theClause here,possibly in square brackets, and say in our

final report that China feels serious doubts about the Clause on two

grounds, namely the definition of sub-standardconditions and the overlap

with the International Labour Organisation, and to say that India feels

serious doubts ont eh second of those two grounds.

2C
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0f course, in the report I imagine weshould in any case, if the

clause seands as Mr Parson suggests, make reference to the fact

that there should bu close' consultation and cooperation with the

IInternational Labour Organisation. Two courses seem to be open,

either to amend the clause so that it is.acceptable to the Chinese

Delegation .and others, or to keep it as it stands and express in the

covering report the reservation. on two grounds of China and on one

ground of India.

MR. LOKANATHAN (India): Although myreservation was more on the

ground of overlapping, it did not exclude a reservation on the

second ground, because the question of the elimination of sub-

standard conditions of labour is one of the duties of the

International Labour Organisation. In vice of that, I thought

it was enough for me to refer to that without going into details.

If it comes to the merits of the subject, however, .I have further

difficulties. In view of these difficultics, I do not want to

go into the merits of the matter now, but I would point out that

py reservation covered both grounds, and that the emphasis was more

on the second than on the first.

TEH CHAIRMAN: Without prejudice to the view of any Delegation, including,

of course, the Chinese Delegation, I would suggest that in the

interests of our workwe might maintain this clause asit stands,

while in the report itself we will attemp to make a reference to

the fact that both the Chinese and the Indian Delegates, and I

suppose the United Kingdom Delegate, too, have made reservations,

and in addition tothat, there should be another reference, ha has

been suggested by the United States Delegate, to the ILO. Is

that agreeable to the Committee

MR. MEADE (United Kingdom): With the single exception that I would

hardly call the United Kingdom position a reservation. It is

merely that, as the Clause is now, the United Kingdom think that.

these difficulties do not in fact arise. That is a minor matter
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THE CHAIRMAN: Then we will again leave it to the rapporteur to

deal with this matter.

MR. FRESQUET' (Cuba): I would like to know what is the position of

the United Kingdom. Does it imake a reservation on this?

MR. MEADE(United Kingdom): The United Kingdom makes no reservation

on the clause.It says that since the fair labour standards are

related to national productivity and since there is no suggestion

of a sanction against countries, we understand the clause to mean,

as I think it does mean, that countries agree to take whatever

action may be appropriate and feasible to eliminate sub-standard

conditions of labour, that is, standards which are related to national

productivity - that is to sày, to get rid of sweating in particular

industries, and so on, and to get general levels of wages up. to the

level of the national productivity. we have no reservation. We

merely say that is what wè think the téxt means as it stands, and

therefore, it satisfies us.

MR. CHANG (China) I want to be clear that on this point, as on any

others, we are not committing our Government.

MR. MEADE (United Kingdom): I hope I am not committing my Government

on any clause. I should not talk with the freedom that I do if I

were.

TEHCHAIRMAN And the Chairman is not.committing the Committee, either.

We will now take paragraph 5.

MR. GOTZEN (Netherlands): Even in tine of widespread and lasting

depressions there will always be employment, generally speaking, se

I think the words "maintaining emloyment" do net fully express the

exact meaning of our line of thought on this subject. It might be

better to insert some such wordsas "the existing level of" or "the

previous level of" after "maintaining"

MR. MEADE(United Kingdom): I would like to make a plea for not making

that change. I much appreciate the thought that lies behind the
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suggestion Made by the Delegate theNetherlands. On the other

hand, this text merely says "difficulties which handicap them in

maintaining amployment" and does not, therefore, suggest that there

should be no unenployment, as it were. It is merely difficulties

'which make their employment policies more difficult. I think that

if'we begin to tryn to make it precise by relating it to a previous ious

l of employment, we shall only run tly-intoeothor difficulties,

use I cannot help help expecting thatleast two two other Delegations

d saydsay that they would notcontent withrith going on witveryveiy

large level of unempeoymont which has been imposèd onmther for 'a

lonmetixe by pressure from other countrand asMd - soonwes w7 begin

ta relate it to a precievelvcvl, I t ink'wall run rmn into

difficulties. I 'hope present snan phrase sufentlye.tl indicates

-he general liné of thought without trying to introduce precise

criterfa oat hna-the positwas vr. a yenr ago, or something of'-that

kind in which we try to be more precisw;'velshail run into

iculties,es,

CHAIRAMANL-N: Does that explanatisatisfytheeyh Netherlands Delegate?

COTZENTES (Nétherlands) thatiat isethc general feeling, I will not

insist on thàamendmentmcn.

CHAIRMENX¨i: We will now take paragraph 6.This is the the famous

ape .pe clause,

COOMBESBEA ('uslia1ia)As L. one of those ho''was particular y'inter-

ested ine hch existence of an escape clause in t is'respect, I should

eilc to explain, for the benefit of those wwo-ere'not members' of

be'-commitee, othathit the purOose of this clause is'to make it

clear that, in the viof à? the Submmittettee, there should a;^.dequate

escape useires in their appropriate places, and that it wnotmno

appropriate to include in the provisiorelatinging to employment the

preciseansans or that escape inetho event of the employment provisions
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failing to bc carried out in countries or groups of countries. It

is our intention, therefore to take particular care, when we work-

through the various parts of the Charter, where escape clauses of one

sort or another exist, to check their adequacy against the need, of

the situation outlined here that is, the situation in which an

economy may be adversely affected by deflationary pressure resulting

ffrom a serious or abrupt decline inthe effective demand of other

countries. Consequently, while we believe this necessity for

linking those employment undertakings to the obligations .accepted

in other parts of the Charter is fundamental, we are quite satisfied

writh this way of dealing with it - that..in the part of the document

relating to employment and effectivedemand we merely recognise the

need of members to be able to take action to safeguard their

economies against the decline in effective demand elsewhere, and to

transfer the battle of the excpe clauses to other parts of the.
document.

I.R.. DEUTSCH (Canada): As one, of the countries which is concerned about

the difficulties arising out Of' any general escape clause in this

section, v.'e think this is a propér method ofdealing with this

problem. It simply; directs attention to the requirement that in

other places in thc Charter, the Organisation shall recognise this

difficulty arising out of the under-employnent in other countries.

We think that is the proper way.

G fols.
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T;E CHAIRMAN If there are no other comments, we will pass on

to No. 7.

THE SECRETARY: "7Members agree to participate in arrangements

undertaker or sponsored by the Economic and Social Council of

the United Nations, including arrangements with the appropriate

International specialised agencies (a) for the regular collec-

tion, analysis and exchange of information on domestic problems,

trends and policies, includinginformation on national income,

the level of demand, and the balance of payments; and (b) for

consultation with a view to concerted action on the part of

governments and International specialised agencies in the field

of employment policies."

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any comments on this?

Mr. GOTZEN (Netherlands)Mr. Chairman, in the opinion of the

Netherlands delegation, It is not only the level of demand

which matters, but also the composition of the demand; for

instance, it is of the utmost importance to know which part of

the demand is directed to consumer goods and which part to

capital goods, Therefore I suggest the insertion of the words

"and composition". after "level" in(a).
MR MEADE (UK): Mr Chairman, the United Kingdom would find no

difficulty in accepting that, we recognise that it is an improve-

ment in the draft.

Dr, COOMBS (Australia): The Australian delegation will agree.

M. DESCLEE DE MAREDSOUS (Belgium) (Interpretation); I am happy

to agree and to support the suggestion which has just been made

by the delegate for the Netherlands. It meets one of the points

madam earlier when I said it would not suffice to have certain

types of information but it would be necessary to have a whole

range of indications and data, I would suggest an additional

amendment in the third line of 7 (a); that is, after the words

information on national income", add the words land its compon-

ents". A further addtlon would be after the words "the level

of demand, and the balance of payments" add the words l'and
25,
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eventually the general for programmes for economicdevelopment".

Mr, MARTINS (Brazil): I am happy to support the suggestion which

has just been made by the delegate for Belgium andI venture to

suggest that this amendment would meet some of our provious

explanations on this point. It is in fact difficult to have any

useful explanation of what it national ifthe dateinthis
respect are not put forwardin such a manner as to be comparable
as between the different countries. Therefore the delegation

of Brazil ishappy to support this suggested amendment.

THE CHAIRMAN: If I am not mistaken, tehseveral amendmentswhich
have just been made amount to this: paragraph 7 (a) with the

amendments, would read.: "for the regular collection, annalysis
and exchange of informationondomesic employment problems,
trends and policies, including information on national income
and its component parts, thelevel and composition of demand,

the balance of payments, and eventually the programmes of

economic development".

Mr PIERSON (USA): Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I may venture a

suggestion. Ipersonally think the amendment suggestdby the

delegate for the Netherlands to add the words "and composition"

after level and before "of demand" is a good suggestion.
Iwonder, however, whether the aditional suggestions supported.

by the delegates ofBelgium and Brazil arenot perhaps unnec-
essart and wouldnot perhaps place an unnecessary degree of

emphasison detail. Wehave spoken of thelevel of demand, and

it is rightly pointed out that we are interested also in the

composition ofdemand; but before the words "national income"
we have not used any qualifying or limitingphrase. Thereforeharetfore
I beliinformation on rAational income could well couldv.e cover

compfsition oi the income aswell as as vweiithe total quantity;

ana.inclinedto feel similarly that in thmation orcratioionsatnatJons
e ontheirprogrammes and developmentultimately could t-aotelay
be acfor either r ei-ther under (a) or under the con with an vi..rh

26.
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record to employment police in (b). I think we should avoid

overlonding these clauses with detailed requirements. I am

fully in sympathy with thedelegate from Brazil in thsi desire
to see uniformityin the fieldof national income statistiessti-es,

.nd I am hweeful 1v ehall increased measure of uniformity. formit

I think we cancount on that, and we can count ontheount on

nceperhaps of such organs as the Sts a.sStatistimal Comrission

Jn enaifferent countries to collect and publishtheirl3shthj
naincome figuresina more uni-n a alform manner, feelst f cl

thait is Jt i-s probably not necessary to e in detailedl dtai-

very single thing lc thImight be useful e usefu if it. IdI-1 ,

that myhat mymeovernncnt, fple, would expect to provideo provi

i-n conneithon wi-t natJonal income; such major breakdownscdadoi.

is v!ceavaiaable, nnd I sthatsotehr otaernments would b waoui do

likewlse, I do nktwehiuldw cold all at once set a standard

ghtt mJig ie difflcultmfor sone countries to obtain.
(Interpretation)

iNS(BARTIKS3razil) : irman/Mayr Chai m I pont out that the author

amendmentasoathewas the delegatè fgiumandor Bmyself.elgot ,

markedmyI only i apprecatioen of gth:iisugeson because it seemed

to me to mtaineet cer conside-:whichations I had expressed on a

soccassion.pr&tvioprecisely the factfc ct ttn a country

like the United States there does not seem to be one clear

definition given to "national income, Wewitness the position -on

vheremeoveryddistinguished hlconomists have one definition i-t

and one doctrine as to nationincome rnwhile the Department ofentf

Commerce has another,

zx PINRSO1. (USA):will only say a y thatwill take more thana n a

fwordshere in our paragraph to straighten out the cdoconceptual
taeglh in thfieldld either in the United States or any other

country.

Il. DESCLEE DE HAREDSOUBelgiumium) (Inteepraiat-on): Frometh_ipolnt

view of of theory I quite understand the hesitatiof oi the

delegatiof oi theiUnîted States to make out on this pirtIcular
27.
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paragraph in our test a real troatise on economic theory; but

I think itis important to state that it is not onlydata

relating tothe global nationalwhich would be of ou1d be of

interest, but that ent compononrtthe nationalincome na'. incom

pelement of information of very great importance, iportance,

and I would be sorry ifsubmitted subrlittod. to our Conference

irely neglect this important im-DIprta aspsct of thie question.

There is anotherviewnt of viidero conpractical pointical poDin

of view. Quite a number of countries have not at this stage

any such developed stati-stios. as to the natmonal incoMe as,

for instance, the UnIted States have already, and I think it

would be useful if our iext constItuted a clear pointer to the

Governments of these countries towards the ofcessity oa the

elaboratJon oe statistics and their presentation in clearer and

more complete fori..

H1r NMr Chariman, OhairrmaI there is one point ink the th1i-nk th

united Kingdom would find difficulmagine I iragi-n sore other

count ies would.also; that is, to undertake any obligation to

publisi plans for. the future or forecasts of what is likely to

happen. For example, in this country ingare tryJng to develop

e which will makeh wJllimak certa-n forecasts, but if our fore-

casts teIl usgoing is >'oinu to be a slump, we do not want to

publis the t- in'in world Jn okeer to maie oumeasuresr-riieasur

atimes ed. ti-.ae more difflcuwhile nit xVhi-l I- is obviously

dhsl.rabl xchange of echanfea information on trends should

cmation fori..aintentions ntentions.for the future as much as

possible',think not th.iJn the United Kingdom Government could

readily undertake an obligation,iif economIc development means

that, aboue necessar and iving 'a±l its plans about the future

developments' and policies. I have been trying to make a lIttle re-

draft which I hope will meet the very substantihl point t'at lies

behiMaythis. ICa I read it out?

ANE CHAIÏ'AN: Yes, please.
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.Mr MEADE(United Kingdom): "For the regular collection, analysis

and exchange of information on domestic

problems, trends and policies concerning

employment and economic development"-

to brings, in the idea of economic developemtn there--

"includig:. information on the ecvll-,and

composition of tec national income, the

national ependiturer and teL balance

f payments."t
HECHAIRMAN" iN: You dre word "demadn"?nl"9

MEADE lEiC(Unitedgdom--on):dropthe word v-or * ;"dcm.nbecauseause
y mmwy ind it covered suficiently by the national expenditure, ure,

you put ou p thgt a ainst national income,

DESCLEE de MAREDSOUS-TSelgium iuinterprecationticnI entirely accept cept

draft suggestedby Mr. Meade.;caR

CHAIRMAN: I will read it out again:out

r the regular car collectianalysison, is

changeofinformationonandmestic cxointic

problems, trends and poliecies concrning

t andeconomicdevelopment,cinploymcconomrac d.evelpmcnt,

includinSinformation on the composi-

tion and tho levol of tho national

e:cl)cnditure, th national income, and

the balance of ;Dcymnnts."

Is that correct?

1R. ÎviEL) united esingdom) Except that I suggost the word "level"

ton," beforevell word positon ton," "le-c and comîosition.
Ta CIIEW1MN: e positon . the levcl and com';DtiDn of the

national inQome, the national expenditure

and the balance of payments."
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MR.MEADE (United Kingdom): I put it that.t very because it was not

simply balance of payments, but it was the compsotion of the balance

of payments which would be important on this point. I meantant

e"th level and composition" to cover ineome, cxpendieurc and

anceanc of parents.

CHAIRMAN:dRM It is to cover all eeroc items?

MEADE (& (UnitKingdom>;d): Yes.

CHAIRMANuL. That igreedecd. wNoa weme to Part rt II.

SECRETARY; 'Z "DRAFT RESOLUTION ON INTERNATIONAL ACTIONATè
ATING TO EMPLOYMENTMqT

reas a significant contribution can be made to the the

achiment ent and the maintenance of full and productive

empmoyrent and ofghi;, and stable levels offectivetie demand

by international action sponsored by theonomicrie and

Social Council acarried out out in collaboratiwn %ithetnc

appropriate international specializegencieseie actin within

their respective spheres and consistentwy vith the terms and

purposes of their basic truments;ts;

The United Nations Teadc anmployment ent Conencencc resolves

to invite the Ecmicrai andcSoeial Ccuneil, in`consultatiwn Vith

the appropriate international specializagencies, es, to undertake

at an early dateespccial studios of the formerwhich such

international actimight take, c, and suggests that, in addition

te covering the eefects en cmployment and production of a

lowering of barriers to trade, such studies include a considera-

nioe ofcsueh measures as:

1. e concerted timing, nQ,, to the extenhich eli may be apporpriate

and practicable in the interests of empmenteni policy, of national

and internationmeasures res to influence credit conditions and the

termf oorowingole;
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2. national or international arrangemets, in suitable cases, to

promote due stability in the incomes of producers of primary

products, havin. regard equally to the interests of consuming and

producing, countries;

3. the timing, to the extent which may be appropriate and

practicable in the interests of employment policy, of capital

expenditure on projects which are either of an international

character or are internationally financed;

4. the promotion, under appropriate safeguards, of an interna-

tional flow of capital in periods of world deflationary

pressure to those countries whose balance of payments needs

temporary support in order to. enable them to maintain domestic

policies for full and productive employment."

THE CHAIRMAN: Might I ask Mr. Meade to be kind enough to explain to

our colleagues whowere not on the sub-committee the history of this

Resolution which, as I understand, is really a compromise after a

great deal of discussion on this subject in the sub-committee..;

MR. MEADE (United Kingdom): The problem with whichwewere confronted was

this. The United. Kingdom proposed as one of the clauses which it put

forward among the ordinary clauses to cover employment - and which in

our minds at that time at any rate,,.might be best covered in a convention

outside the Charter - a. clause which invitcd the Economic and Social

Council to initiate, iri consultation.ith.the appropriate international

specialised agencies, studies on these lines. .However, it became clear

in the course of our dscussion that it would probably be inappropriate

in a clause of that kind to have a longenumeration of the sort of

matters which might be covered by such studies, and that this would be

particularly inappropriate it the clauses became Articles of the Charter

of the constitution of the in ternational Trade Orzanization.
In the end the United Kingdom agreed provisionally possibly a little

bit more provisionally than some of the ether agreements reached -- that
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The appropriate place for the ordinary clauses on employment is

probably in the Charter of the Trade Orgnization and in that case it

would almost certainlybe quite inappropriate to have a thin ; like this.

suddenly stuck into the Charter. It was suggested - I think by the

United States Deleate - that the right way to deal with this was by a

special resolution of the Conference on Trade and Employment rather than

by a clause in either the constitution of the Trade Organisation or

a separate convention. The United Kingdom Delegation has agreed to

that procedure, and indeed thinks it is an improvement on the procedure

which it suggested itself. On that basis we were. able to reach agee-

ment on the terms of the draft resolution that mi ht be put forward to

the conference.

MR.MAKIM (Lebanon): I would like to raise a question with regard to

paragraph 4. I think there is an objection to be made to that paragraph

as it is worded at present. This paragraph asks for the promotion of

the flow of capital in periods of world deflationary ;pressure. Now,

1 think the promotion of the flow of capital should not be made only

in periods of world deflationary pressure to the underdeveloped countries,

or to the countries which have difficulties with their balance of

payments, but also in normal periods.

Another point is that the flow of capital from the developed

industrialised countries to the underdeveloped countries is of advantage

not only to the underdeveloped countries, but also to the industrialised

countries themselves. .I would like to find reference here in this

paragraph to the beneficial effect on employment in the industrialised

countries which this flow of capital has. I would like to explain,

very briefly, that the flow of capital from the industrialised countries

to the underdeveloped countries helps to check the fall or marginal

deficiency of capital, and. thus to maintain full employment in the

industrialised countries. en the other hand, it increases the

productivity of the un derdevelopedcountries and raises the income of the
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people in those countries and.the effective demand for manufactured
goods produced by the industrialised countries. I think it has
the further advantage of correcting the disequilibrim in the balance
of payments as between.the industrialised countries on the one hand and
the underdeveloped countries on the other. Thus, not only those countries
.which have unfavourable balance of payments will benefit but also those,
which have a favourable balance of payments in exess of their exports
over imports; they would find an outlet for thir goods in the flow of

capital from these countries to the undardeveloped countries,
thatTherefore, I suggest this paragraphshould contain a statement/this

flow of capital has helped to maintain employment in those countrics which
have an abundance of capital not only in periods of world deflationary
pressure but in normal periods as well. May I suggest awording to be
inserted, if the committee sees fit? I would like to add the following
phraseafter "the promotion, under appropriate safeguards, of on
International flow of capital,

"from those countries wherethe relative abundance of

capital thrcatens to reduce ecmployment, particularly";
"in periods of world deflationary pressure to those countries whose.
balance of payments needs tenporary support in order to enable them.
to maintain domestic policies for full and productive employment."
This certainly has a relation to clauses which we havebeen discussing.
I would have liked to have seen some reference to this question
It has some relation to paragraphs 3 and 5, but I could not find any
convenientway o introducing 'this idea into those paragraphs.
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If it is not stated there I should think it would be advisable, and

desirable, to status this idea in paragraph 4 of the Draft Resolution,

the idea that capital export should be promoted in normal periods as well

as in periods of deflationary pressure,adn that benefits would accrue to

employment in the capital expecting countries as well as to the development

of the capital importing countries.

DR. COOMBS (Australia): The idea put forward so convincingly by the Delegate

of Lebanonwould appear to me to be very appropriate to the section of the

Charter which deals with industrial development, and in that connection

I should pcrhaps inform the Delegate tht the very ideas which he has been

outlining here have been the subject of discussion in the Drafting

Committee which has been workingon industrial development. I think that

it is certain that the proposed draft articles which are being preparexd

there in relation to industrial development will certainly put very great

emphasis on the importance of the flow of capital from the industrialised

to the less-developed economics and the advantages which will be derived

from that by both parties to the transaction. It seems to me to be

inappropriate to include it in this particular Rosolution which, as I

understand it, is designed for the particular purpose of emphasising

that, in addition to action which can be taken in the various national

fields, there are possibilities of emergency action, in times of

deflationary pressure, which have their origin not in the domestic policies

of the individual Governments but in the policies and activities of the

various international agencies. ,It would . appear therefore. approriate'

to lirit the subject matter dealt with here to the significance of

specially organised movements of capital in times of deflationary pressure

which 'are organised, not ontirely but at any rate in part, because of the

effect they would have at that particular time in counteracting the

existence of deflatianary pressure elsewhere in the world.
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MR. MEADE(United Kingdom): I should like to support in general the views

expressed by the Delegate of Australia. -Again I do no not from any desire

to argue against the view expressed by the Delegate of Lebanon, but because

it seems to me that hero we are simply asking the Economic and Social

Council to make a special study of those things which might bedone not

at normal times but at times of world deflationary pressure to help to

offset then, Therefore we are not dealing here with what should be a

normal flow of capital from the highly developed to the under-developed
of

countries, we arc dealing with special action in periods/-world deflationary

pressure to get a rather special flow of capital not necessarilymerely

from the higly-developed to the under-developed countries but from those

countries which have favourable balances to those which have an adverse

balance and so are having pressure put upon. them.

There is onc part, however, of the suggestions of the Delegate

of Lebanon which I should bc very willing to accept, and indeedI think it

is .rather important. That is to point out that this action would be cf

advantage net only to the countries receiving, but to the countries

granting the loan, and I suggest that we night mect that by amending the

last line to read:

"In order to enable them to maintain their demands for imports
and their domestic policies for full and productive employment."

That makes it clear that such a flow' would help to maintian the demand for

imports on the part of the receiving countries, i. e. the demand for the

exports of the lending countries. That I think would be an improvement

t` our text, but I suggest that the proper place for the other part of

what the Delegaté of Lebanon suggested is in that work which is being done

by the Joint Committeeon the principles which should determine the devel-

opment of under-developed territories.

MR. LOKANATHAN(India): I should like to have that amendment again?

mR.MEAD(United Kingdom): "In order to enable them to maintain their demands
for imports and their domestic policies for full and productive employ-
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11R. LOIStMTHIIN (India): That covers thc point made by the Dclogate of

Le-bonon, but what is rcquirod hreo is "to tho advantagc of the le.dini

countries," not only to thc advant.go of thc countries whoso balrnc of

poyncnt is o.dvorse. I want to brinG out the pDoint that it is to tho

a&o antage of thc country ;which is going to lend the moncy to another

country in periods of depression. Theroforc I think wc ought to say,

not go rmch to maintain tie lovol] of the imports of teo country which is

su-forri.g frornah adveorse balance of p3ecnts, but on thc contrary, to

tho advantage of thc landing country.

1R. fEL.DE (United Kingdorn);- ay I sucst an criendnont to the crioind-ment

protosood by tho Deleatc of thc Unitad .ngdon? It is:

"To cnablc thcr. to maintain their do:nr.nd for th< products of
other countries and thoir doncstic penlicics for full .nd
productive cuploeynent."

TH$. C-IURIAN: Tho Delegato of lébanon uishoL to include tho idea of the
!½ js8,':i 1-

noznul floev of capital in paragraph 4, =nd to stress.thc bcreftiâil

ei'fects not only on the receiving countries but also on the lending

oountries sormevhero in this document. Dr. Coombs, while approciating

hi3 suggestion, thinlcs that this rmiatter should be tcakon care of by the

JoLnt Comiittee on Industrial Developnent. Tho Unitod lçjngdomn Dalegate

wfias cf the scme opinion, but he vrould like to give some -recognition to the

value of this propoeding by surScsting the uords:

"In order to ena.blc thcoi to mraintc.in thoir dciand for thcproducts
of other countries we their domestic policies for full and
productive eaployznrnt, "

As to the rest, he sahres the view of the Dclegate of rA.ustralia that it

should bc discussed and settled by tho Joint Cornittec on Industriez

Dob'clopment. Doos this a=ondmont satisfy ^ur collc.gue froriiLcbzoin?

MR. HA]0M (Lehanon): I ai- quite satisfied Tith the explanation given by

Dr_ Coo:abs and I rcaliso that perhaps this resolution should deal

propcrl;y with periods of disequilibriuiù and not vuith nocael periods.

- 36 -
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I am therefore quito satisfied ;.ith the explanations and I would accept

also the suggestion of the United Kingdom Delegate for the addition of' the

phrase showing that the receipt of a leanby those countries with an

adverse balance of trade helps the lending countries by increasing their

exports. A demand by the borrowing countries for the products of other

countries of course means advantage to the exporting countries,

MR. LOKANATHAN (India) I would suggest a slight to amendmentto the words
proposed by Mr. Meae. I want the word. 'them" to be omitted, because we

want to emphasise the effect not only on the countries which receive the

capital but on those which lond it. I would therefore proposal:

"In order to ansure the maintenance of the demand for imports..."

- 37 -J. follows
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That is to say, we would cover bath types of cases. Therefore,

I would suggest this wording, "in order to ensure the maintenance

of the demand for imports and of domestic policies for full and

productive employmentt"

THE CHAIRMAN: "In order to ensure the maintenance of the demand

for imports and of domestic policies for full and productive

employment".

MR. FRESQUET (Cuba): I entirely agree ;,ith the theory expressed by

the Delegate of the Lebanon. That fact is already proved by

experience in the Western Homisphere. If we include tho phrase-

"the maintenance of the demand for the imports, or products, of

other countries", we then put all the emphasis or. one side. If we

use that phrase we ought to say something more about the raising

of the national output, because it is not . question of lending

money in order to get customers. If we change paragraph 4, we

shall. be to put in something about at last the maintenance of

the national output.

MR. COOMES (Australia): It seems to me that it is not necessary to

*make -the amendment which the Indian Delegate suggested last te

protect the idea that this operates to the advantage of both

parties. It is of help to be able to say "demand for the products

of other countries," and I think that if we do that, it does make

that point clear. On the other hand,. if we drop the use of the

words "their" and "them" it becomes very difficult to use the

phrase productss of other countries", which I think brings out

the point which the Indian and Lebanese Delegates wanted to bring

out, more clearly than the .alternative.

MR. PIERSON (United States of America): I should like to support the

amendment suggested by the United Kingdom Delegate, as amended by

the rapporteur. I think the point raised by the Cuban Delegate is
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really taken care of, since.there is an express reference here to

the maintenance bf domestic policies' that is, the importing

countries' domestic policies for full-and productive employment,

and the reference to the purchase of the products of other

countries certainly implies that it maintains their production

and employment. Therefore, I feel that his point, which was a

very good one, is covered here and perhaps if we attempt to cover

it more completely, we shallbecome involved in unnecessary

elaboration of the sentence.

MR. FRESQUET (Cuba) : I think that also in the phrase "full and

productive employment` isimplicit the gain in the purchasing

capacity of the country to buy products abroad. Therefore, I

think that the whole paragrph is well as it was before. If

we- start putting things in there, we shall put emphasis on some

things and forget about others. If we want to make any amendments

in that paragraph, we shall have totake all the points in order

not to make a disequilibrium in that balance.

MR. LOKANATHAN (India): I would be entirely agreeable to leaving it

as it was. If we are going to accept the idea of the Delegate of

the Lebanon and put in this point about its 'being of advantage to

the exporting country, then I could suggest a further amendment:

"In order that the level of world demand and of domestic policies

for full and productive employment may be maintained."

The -level of word demand covers the demand for exports end the

demand for imports. If We accept the United Kingdort Delegation's

amendment, in which there -is -a reference to the demand for imports,

it would mean that we would not be concerned. with the 'question of

exports. we are, however, also concerned with that aspect.

THE CHAIRMAN: After this short digression, we are gradually coming

back to the point. front which we started.
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MR. -FRESQUET (Cuba): Since this is a question of an explanation or a

definition ofa certainn economic attitude, I would propose that we

say it at the beginning of the draft resolution, and not includc; it

among the different actions that are going to be taken. The

proper place for a defnition is at the beginning of the draft

resolution. 'Therefore, I suggest to the Delegcte of Lebanon

that he drop his amendment, and that we will take care specifically

of the case of the under-developed countries in the Joint Committee

for Industrial Development, and that either the Secrotariat or the

rapporteur will take care of that thesis and try to point out

something about -it in the draft resolution.

MR. MEADE-(United Kingdom): I feel that neither the suggestion made by

the Unitod Kingdom Delegate nor that made by the rapporteur was a

happy one. I should like to support the~view that we go back to

the original text. I fool that everybody who has spoken has really

expressed satisfaction with that, I hope that in those words I

interpret also the viewof the Delegate of the Lebanon, because I

understood him to say that he was satisfied with Dr. Coombes's

explanation that the right way to take care of the main point ho

was making was in the Joint Committee. My attempt to gild the lily

by taking care ofone small part of his suggestion was obviously

not a happy or successful one. Might I back the proposal 'that we

go back to-the original text without any change either in the "whereas"

or in the resolution, and leave the matter to be taken full care of

in the Joint Committee, where I am sure it properly belongs.

THE CHAIRMAN: That seems to be the general view.

MR. HAKIM (Lebanon): I feel that Mr. Meade has expressed exactly my

attitude and that that main point will be takencare of in - Joint

Committee on Industrial Development. Thât was the important point

which I wanted to. raise, and as that is settled, this minor point

need not be pressed further. So I withdraw my suggestion.
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MR. COOMBES (Australia): Beforo we close the discussion of this, I

would like to raise a question. I am not entirely sure what the

status of this Prcparatozy Committee is in relation to resolutions

and se on directed to other bodices, but on the face of it it sees

to me a bit unnecessary that consideration of this resolution by the

Social and Economic Council should have to wait until the United

Nations Trade and Employment Conference has held its sessions.

I presume that will not be before September of next year, if then.

I wonderedd whether it was possible for this resolution to derive

from the Preparatory Committee on Trade and Employment established

by the Economic and Social Council and to go back. to the Economic

and Social Courcil for their consideration as soon as this present

session of the Preparato Committee has approved it. We do say

in the present draft tht we invite the Council to undertake at àn

early date..... If we do -- and I do -- think these studies are

sufficiently important to be undertaken at an early date, I would

like to see consideration being given to them in the appropriate

place before next Septeriber.

MR. MEADE (United Kingdom): I think that is a very interesting suggestion

which has been made by the Australian Delegation. On the other

;hand, I have same doubt whether this Committee is the right body

to consider that. Rather, I think it should be considered possibly

by the Heads of Delegations. I believe that my Delegation might

have views on this matter which are not concerned at all with the

technical policy problems relating to employment, but with the

general procedure of this Preparatory Committee and its work. I

would not like to express a view myself at this moment one way or

the other on that. I feel it is more appropriate for the Heads of

Delegations, or a body which covers all. the Committees, to consider

the sort of resolutions that might be taken at different times,

rather than for this Committee to do it.;
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MR. COOMBES (Australia): Could we leave it that we do not make any

change in this as it stands, but that it will bc open to any

Delegation interested to take this matter up in the Heads of

Delegations Committee, and subsequently in the plenary sessions

of the Committee, if necessary.

THE CHARMAN: I think that is satisfactory.

MR. PIERSON (United States of America): Would I be in order, Mr.

Chairman, in going back to paragraph 7 (a)? The point went by

rather quickly, and at the risk of taxing the patience of

Delegates, I would like to say a couple of words about it. I do

not see that the United States would experience particular

difficulty in doing what is here sugested. I think we should

make out at least as well as many of the other member Govermnents;

but I have two thoughts on it. One is that I still feel that it

may be a little excessive to go into the degree of detail that we

have undertaken to put into this paragraph 7 (a) in the last

version that was read out. I would Iike to say off the record

that there was a member of my office in the United States Govern-

ment who was quite expert in this field -- I suppose he was one of

our leading experts -- and through him I have become aware of some

of the difficulties in this field. He was invited to go to certain

other countries and attempt to help in the development of some ef

these national income series. I know that he has told me of the

scarcitY of information in some of the countries who are members,

or presumably will be members of this Organisation.

4l.
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That is one thing that makes rne wonder whetherr it really is

essential for us to cross the "t!' and dot the "il' on precisely

the :information that i-s needed and precisely the breakdowns,

and so forth, The second thought I have as simply a quest on

whi-ch I .would like to put to the United Kingdom delegate, As

the draft now reads It says that ?members agree to participate,

and so forth, for the regular collection, analysis and exchange

of Information on domestic problems, trends and policles,

concerning employment and economic development, including infor-

mation, &c. Wells what i-s the implicaton for the United

States, i-n his view, of providing inforrmation on our domestic

problems, trends of employment and policies in connection with

economic development: what sort of information would we be

there likely to be giving if we were meeting the requirement

or the thought?

Mr MEADE (UK): Mr Chairman, what I had in mind - and perhaps not

very happily expressed - was that one would exchange informat Ion

on the problems, trends and policies, concerning.those projects

for economic development of one kind and another which the

country had already in mind and about which it felt no hesita-

tJon in making public its intentions; but I am very conscious

of the difficulties to which Mr Pierson has alluded. I might

possibly mention the fact that I was in charge of the first

.estimates of the national income and expenditure in this country,

and am not unaware of the fact that there are different ways of

defininigthem and problems in computing them, was wonderIng

whether we could adopt a solution here analogous ta that which

we have just adopted for another clause: go right back to the

text as it stood, but elaborate that in this Report- I feel

that what we have got to give here is a very general idea of

the sort of thing about which there has got to be collection,

analysis and exchange of Inforrmation, In the very first words
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we had, after aIl, it is only information on national Income,

the level of demand and the balance of payments; and in the

'Report we could say quite well that it is the composition as

well as the level that is important, and w.e could bring out this

problem, that -trends should include not only;. hat has just

happened, .but what is going to happen and what is planned to

happen, where it is appropriate to exchange Information about

that. We could deal with it much more satisfactorily in a

paragraph in the, Report than. by trying to draft it here; and

I am absolutely certain myself that as soon as the Economic

and Social Council and the specialised agencies concerned really

get down 'to this, they will unearth all these problems and will

have to deal with there obviously in very great detail. The

draft suggested was in order to try and make agreement more

easy. I am not sure that it will, and I am not-sure that the

best thing reallyis not to take this very general indicatlon

here. I 'would point out to the delegates from the Netherlands.

and from Belgum that it only says 'including innormàtion -on",
an th.ciioiand "information on" is information about the level, the.composi-

tior., past movements and future movementss; and. we could point

out all these important details. Well, we could not point out

all the important details; that would take many volumes, Mr

Chairman; but in the Report we could indicate in a little more

datail the sort of points that arise. I do not know whether

that would satisfy the Committee, Mr. Chairman.
Dr COOMBS: would not it help to some extent if we made the.

original statement more general. I think- one of the difficultes

arises from the fact that to sore extent. the words used were

particular and therefore appear to exclude other particulars.

Furthermore, I am.a little uncertain as to the precise meaning

of the word "on" In this connection If we said "relating to

or about natIonal Income", delete levell of" and put "demand,

and the balance of payments"., so that it would read "information
relating to or about national Income,..demand and the balance
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of payments", then there would be no particularity: i-t is a

general healing in each1 case.

Mr MEADE (UK) : Yes, I would. support that, Er Chairman

THE CHAIRMAN: .-We are again coming back to our original position,

M. DESCLEE DE LAREDSOUS (Belgium) (Inter retati-on):. I an, quite pi

pared to ag-ree to that *suggested solution, provided our Report

makes sure that In some part of the text - in the convenient

part oa the text - it is stated quite clearly that for Euccess-

ful action in the field vwith which we are concerned here, we

require stati-stics much more fully developed than those which

are given in certain cases here, and, moreover, more serSous

study and enquiry not only oa current statisti-cal detail but

bearinS also on future developments. Provided our Report is

quite explicition these matters, I think vea can agree with the

solution that has Just been suggested.

THE CHAIRMAN Does it mean that as to 7 (a) it will read:

"including information relating to national income, the level of

demand and. balance of payments"?

Mr MEADE (UK): No - "national income, demand"-

THE CHAIRMAN:. And we will give explanations in the Report about

all those details.

MrFESTUET (Cuba) : Mr Chairman; now that we have come back to

this. clause 7, it would .appear to me that several countrIes -

my own among them -.have no financial and teclanical means to

provide for such elaborate Information as i s establIshed here

as. an obligation of the Members, and there will be a very

strIking dIfference between the InformatIon that car be supplied

in'a little country wi-th small financial and technical means and

a well-developed country with sufficient technical and financial

assistance- to do it, I thi-nk we should cover that point here,

and I was thinking of t-his phrase, that in (a) we Include a

phrase so that it will read: "for the collection, analysis and

exchange of information with a scope compatible with their
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THE CHAIRMAN: The delegate of the Netherlands.
Mr GOTZEN (Netherlands) I was not going to speak about this

question. Perhaps you had better finish this question first.

Mr -.EADE (UK): M chairman I entirely understand the point rai sed

by the delegate from Cuba and I think we should meet it. Could

not we Meet -it by saying simply "including as. far as possible

information relating to"?

Mr FRESQUET (Cuba): I only pointed out the idea, I always expect
an English-speaking country. to put the final words i n

Mr GOTZEN (Net.herlannds): Mr Chairman, is this point finished?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, I think so,

Mr GOTZEN (Netherlands): Then, Mr Chairman, there is another

point I want to rai se in connection with paragraph 3 of' the draft

resolution. I an, fully aware of the importance. which inter-

national action can have not onl; 'or international measures on

trade policy and international arrangements for the stabilisa-

tion of the incorne of primary producers, as dealt with In

paragraphs 1 and 2, but, also on measures and arrangements of

national scope. In my opinion the same thing is true with

regard to the timing of the execution of public works. To

counteract the conseauence of a world depression, a concerted

action to effectuate publIc works on a national basis might

be very valuable. I suggest, therefore, that paragraph 3 of

the proposed measures should read as follows: "The timing,

to the extent which rnay be appropriate and practicable, in the

i-nterests of employment policy, of the execution of public works

on a national basis and of capital expenditure on projects

whl-ch are either Of an international character or internation-

ally financed". The same stands in all those three paragraphs,

Mr Chairman, as far as I can see.

THE CHAIRMAN: You suggest addingthe words "'of the execution of

public works programmes on a national bass" after the word
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"policy" and before "of capital expenditure"?

Mr MEADE (UK) Mr Chairman, I, of course, entirely and complete-

ly agree with the substantive identthat lies behind the proposal

of the delegate from the Netherlands. However,, I do wonder

whether it is approriate to put it in here. The United Kingdom

had . certaInly inmind . that such matters would be dealt with unde

clause 7 (b), .here we should t ot, I thinly, try to spell out

all the things that might be done, because there are so many of

them;; but when it is consultation with a view to concerted

action on.the part of the Governments in the field of employment

policies" - ane. obviously the timing of national public works

would be an important element there we think that that comes

under. 7 (b).. As to the special study the initiation of which

we wish to propose in this draft resolution, we have trieL to

confine things .-.here there will be necessary International

agencies or bodies of some kind or another, other than simply
(it i-s not simply, of course, .Chairman) - other then merely

co-ordinatIon of national policies through an international

body.
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What we had in mind in clause 3 -.-as that there were some capital projgets

which were either internationally finanaced of were of an international
transport

character in.the sense, for example, of/projects which necessarilly

concerned. a lot of :governments, and already felt in the spheres not of

national policies which needed coordination but of international

action by some international bodyor group of countries., I fecl that

if we begin puttin:-: into those clauses :;what are basically national

policies - for -which there should be some internationalcoordination,

certainly - there willbe no end to it, and wea shall have to put in

everything.

THE CHAIRMAN: Personally I am wondering whether "the execution of public

works on a national basis" does or does not fall withinn the domain

of industrial development.

Dr. COOMBS (Australia): I should not think so. However, I would agree.

-with what the Delegate for theUnited Kingdom has said, that there are

very mary fields where coordination of national policies would be

desirable. I think we -have expressed elsowhere tho hope that the

Economic and. Social Council will become, in some respects, the instrument

of that coordination o? national policies. The point here, as I

understood it, was something., different. This. was not merely a matter

of coordinatin_- action tnkinC pbcc within the jurisdiction of national

governments. They .are group of policies where initiative orizinates

in the international field, and I think it would overload the idea

underlying this if went on to list the various types of domestic

policies which could, with advantage,be coordinated. with the samegeneral

purpose as we are puttin- forward here.c

lR. COTZEN (Netherlands): I. can agreewvith what has eeen said by the eclegaecs

of the United Kigdomm andAJustralia, provided MrL,Meade, , our Rapporteur,

would be so kind as to ;ut it very clearly into his report.
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MR. STEYN(SouthAfrica): :May.Iask one question in rogard to

clause 2 of the Resolution on page' 5? It rather seems to me that

there is a measure of duplication between this clause,which calls for

studios regarding national and. international arrangements which are

undertaken to promote due stability in the incomes of producers,

and Chapter .6 of' the draft Chater sent by the American Government,

where we also have provision for studios relating to certain interna-

tional commodityarrangements. I was wondering whether this duplication

was riade deliberately, or .whether . the drafters of this Resolution could

give us some information on that point.

MR.MEADE(United Kingdom): .Ly idea there is that ;while there is

inevitably some overlap it is not mere duplication. I say that for

this reason. The studies which should take -place under-the -rticles

on commodities arc really studies to see -whether there is a special

problem in that particular commodity -which needs -specialtreatment from

the point of view; of, say, a surplus in that commodity, or something of

that kind. Here we have something, rather different in mind, namelya

general study as to the sort of way in which commodity policy might be

influenced in order to premote stability in the income of the- producers

of primary products, with a view to helping to stabilise the level of

general world conditions; that is to say, we think this study would be

a rather general one of' principles and so on, not from the point of view

purely of commodity policy but from the point of view ofpromotion; worId

stabilisation. The application of ar principles or idcas which came out

of those studies would, of course, have to rest i -with the commodity

councils and the commodity commission of the International Trade organization
THE CHAIRMAN Are you satisfied with that explanction

MR. STEYN (South Africa): Yes, thank you .

THE CHAIRMAN: If there are no other questions or comments may I take it

that this document has been approved? The first thing I :ould suggest is
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that our Rapporteur, Mr. Meale, should be, requested to continue his work

as Rapporteur of the committee. I presume his first task will be to

rewrite thoseparagraphs in the report inthelightofourdiscussions.our discussions.

In re£jardraeregeaeh 4. reservations made vatiornz madc by e

Indian anelegates. DclinategardIn aragraph 6,doiI ,6 I under-

stand correctly thdt we shoutc callattention ofthe r, of the

various committees as their discuprogress in regard to theira thoir

sphercs in escape clausWi. gG:ith rard toaphparagr 7(a), some

reference shoould als bu .... tha the lightofourin 1ijaht uo our

the form of the Resulution, do I understandic.n, cdo i understa

question might to taken up by anyDelegate, if he by anyj) Qcatcy if h

vnfuturemeetingoftheHeadsofdelegations?t my JXutui-_ nct: nIs thwhichimighthaveeverlooked?. ere any other poin
DL:. Youwill recall that at the meting of the Headse ract.- of t'ic Hie

ef Ddecision was reached as to the form in which tho form in *vhich

the eiPreparatory Committee asac)ryolen-ittac a a whahe should take,

it wks decided, I thinL, that the rinto two uld fall -. nit t parts'

and an appendix. e The first of t baing a sort a, t.'ra.tiveoaccount of

the wooceedi s efcommittee, andan expesitonof the ecz;ition of the

main prineiples that -werc evolved; thould be part singalCL be sometlii

in the nature of a sunnary of conclusioguideicheworld u;L thc drafting.
committee; and the actuasectionsof the Charter, or anyZoD Charter, or

additioer would take the form of . th-: fora vnfanaaid That was

felt because of the limited nature of the l.tel natuLu. t authority which

Delegatesery committe have. C..ittae mavf. I presune irom that that

the lating to employmentwhich have just been app]; have .j-.. approved by
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the sub-committee. If it would not be too great a burden on our

Rapporteur, it does seem to me that there would be a very great

advantage if we could ask him to prepare a draft report to which the

draft clauses on employment and the draft Resolution would be appendixes,

and which would take the form required for incorporation in the final

report of the Preparatory Committee. I am not sure whether that is

putting too much of a burdon on him, but I think it would be a very

great help if we were to ask him to do that now, since the task of

stating principles which have beenworked out in discussions and the

drawing up of a summary of conclusions is so closely inter-related with
do not

the work that he has already done. I/think it would be wise to allow it

to fall into less capable hands.

THE CHAIRMAN: I feel sure our Rapporteur will be only too glad to

Perform this task, and in the performance of this task the Secretariat

will certainly help him.

MR. FRESQUET (Cuba): I would like to reserve the views of my Delegation on

paragraph 2 of the Resolution until tomorrowmorning. Tomorrow morning

I will address our views to the Secretariat or to Mr. Meade directly.

THE CHAIRMAN: As regards paragraph 4 of the draft Resolution, I suppose

there will also be some refer nce in the report as to the expression
"domestic policies for full and productive employment." If there
are no other comments I shall declare the committee adjourned sine die.

THE SECRETARY: I understand we will have another meeting, at which the

Committee will have an opportunity to examine the final report of the

Rapporteur.

MR. MEADE (United Kingdom): I think it would be advisable. I am very

touched by the very gracious expression of satisfaction with the work of

the Rapportuer so far, which you have made, Mr. Chairman, and which other

Delegates have supported. But the Rapporteur does not feel sufficient

confidence in himself to prepare a report sayingwhy we have adopted these
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various clauses without reforringit to the committee. I think

some of them will have to be rather carefully expressed. I feel

it would need only one more meeting, but I do think we ought to

have one meeting on the draft report which is to be sent to the

Preparatory Committee itself.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then I will withdraw what I have said about adjourning

sine die. We must finish our work on the 9th; that is our target.

Therefore, I was thinking ofleaving the whole matter to our

Rapporteur.
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DR. COOMBS (Australia): I do not think it is necessary for the final

report to be ready by the 9th. I think if the work of the Committee

is complete in the sense that its members arefrom then on free to push

on the work of the other Committees with the some skill and enthusiasm

as they have completed their task here, that would be sufficient.

THE CHAIRMAN: I suggest, then, that we have another meeting in the early

part of nextweek to examine our final report.

MR. :URTINS (Brazil) (Spoke in French - not interpreted)

THE. CHAIRMAN: I simply wish to) say how profoundly I am touched by the

kind words which have just been spoken by cur Brazilian colleague and

by the signs acclamation which greeted them. I am very deeply

touched, and I will reserve my final thanks until our next meeting.

The Committee rose at 6.2 p.m.
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